**Title:** RECORDING MEDIUM HAVING DATA STRUCTURE FOR MANAGING AT LEAST A DATA AREA OF THE RECORDING MEDIUM AND RECORDING AND REPRODUCING METHODS AND APPARUSES

The data structure on the recording medium includes a temporary defect management area storing a data block. The data block includes a temporary definition structure. The temporary definition structure indicates a recording mode of the recording medium.
RECORDING MEDIUM HAVING DATA STRUCTURE FOR MANAGING AT LEAST A DATA AREA OF THE RECORDING MEDIUM AND RECORDING AND REPRODUCING METHODS AND APPARATUSES

Technical Field

The present invention relates to a recording medium having a data structure for managing at least a data area of the recording medium as well as methods and apparatuses for reproduction and recording.

Background Art

The standardization of new high-density read only and rewritable optical disks capable of recording large amounts of data has been progressing rapidly and new optical disk related products are expected to be commercially available in the near future. For example, the blu-ray disc (BD), which belongs to the next-generation HD-DVD technology, is the next-generation optical recording solution that can strikingly surpass the data recording capability of existing DVDs.

Recording on and reading from a BD uses a celadon laser having a wavelength of 405nm, which is much denser than a red laser having a wavelength of 650nm used with existing DVDs. Thus, a greater amount of data may be stored on BD than on existing DVDs.

While at least one standard related to the BD (Blu-ray Disc) has been developed, such as BD-RE (BD Rewritable disc), many other standards such as BD-WO (BD Write
Once disc) are still in development. Standards such as BD-RE provide a data structure for managing defects in the data area of the recording medium. However, the BD-WO, because of its write-once nature, presents challenges not faced by existing BD standards such as BD-RE, and an effective data structure and method of managing defects is still under development for the BD-WO standard.

Disclosure of Invention

The recording medium according to the present invention includes a data structure for managing at least a data area of the recording medium.

In one exemplary embodiment, a temporary defect management area of the recording medium stores a data block. The data block includes a temporary definition structure, and the temporary definition structure indicates a recording mode of the recording medium. For example, the recording mode may be one of sequential recording and random recording.

The data block may also include use status information for a data area of the recording medium. The use status information provides information on use of the data area to store data. When the recording mode is sequential recording, the data block includes sequential recording information providing information on continuous recording areas in a data area of the recording medium. When the recording mode is random recording, the data block includes a space bit map indicating recordation status of a data area of the recording medium.

Another example embodiment of the present invention provides a method of formatting a write-once recording medium. In this method, input related to a desired
recording mode for the recording medium is received, and an indicator of the desired recording mode is recorded in a temporary definition structure in a temporary defect management area of the recording medium. For example, the desired recording mode may be one of a sequential recording mode and a random recording mode. The method may further include recording sequential recording information in the temporary defect management area when the recorded recording mode indicator indicates a sequential recording mode. The sequential recording information providing information on continuous recording areas in a data area of the recording medium. The method may also further includes recording a space bit map in the temporary defect management area when the recorded recording mode indicator indicates a random recording mode. The space bit map provides information on a recordation status of a data area of the recording medium, when the recorded recording mode indicator indicates a random recording mode.

A further example embodiment of the present invention provides a method of recording management information on a write-once recording medium. In this embodiment, a recording mode indicator is reproduced from a temporary definition structure in a temporary defect management area of the recording medium, and a recording mode of the recording medium is judged based on the recording mode indicator. Then, use status information for the recording medium is recorded in the temporary defect management area based on the judging step. The use status information provides information on use of a data area of the recording medium to store data.

A still further example embodiment of the present invention provides a method of recording management information on a write-once recording medium. In this
embodiment, use status information is updated by recording updated use status information in a temporary defect management area of the recording medium when an event occurs. The use status information provides information on use of a data area of the recording medium to store data.

5 In another example embodiment of the present invention, a temporary defect management area of the recording medium stores a plurality of different sized defect lists. Each defect list indicates defects in a data area of recording layers of the recording medium at a time when the defect list was recorded. The temporary defect management area also stores a plurality of fixed sized temporary definition structures.

10 Each temporary definition structure provides use status information on a data area of one layer of the recording medium at a time when the temporary definition structure was recorded.

A further example embodiment of the present invention provides a method of recording management information on a write-once recording medium. In this embodiment at least one defect list is recorded in a temporary defect management area. The defect list lists defects in data areas of recording layers of the recording medium. The recorded defect list includes new defects as compared to a previously recorded defect list such that the recorded defect list and previously recorded defect list have different sizes. This embodiment further includes recording at least one temporary definition structure in the temporary defect management area. Each temporary definition structure provides use status information on a data area of one layer of the recording medium at a time when the temporary definition structure was recorded. The recorded temporary definition structure consumes a same amount of space on the recording medium as a previously recorded temporary definition structure.
A still further example embodiment of the present invention provides a method of recording management information on a write-once recording medium having a temporary defect management area in which are stored at least one temporary definition structure associated with each recording layer of the recording medium.

Each temporary definition structure includes use status information providing information on use of a data area in the associated recording layer to store data. The method includes recording, in a defect management area of the recording medium, a most current temporary definition structure associated with each recording layer.

The present invention further provides apparatuses and methods for recording and reproducing the data structure according to the present invention.

Brief Description of Drawings

The above features and other advantages of the present invention will be more clearly understood from the following detailed description taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, in which:

Fig. 1 illustrates a single-layer write once optical disc according to an example embodiment of the present invention;

Fig. 2 illustrates a comparison of the disc management information of a conventional rewritable optical disc to the disc management information of the present invention;

Fig. 3 illustrates an optical disc initializing method based on recording mode according to an embodiment of the present invention;

Fig. 4 illustrates the different kinds of basic tracks of a write-once optical disc according to an example embodiment of the present invention;
Figs. 5A and 5B illustrate a data structure of the write-once optical disc, and more specifically, the temporary disc management information according to an embodiment of the present invention;

Fig. 6 schematically illustrates the direction in which the different areas of the optical disc are recorded;

Fig. 7A illustrates the case where the SBM (space bit map) is recorded in the 31 leading sectors in a cluster, and the TDDS (temporary disc definition structure) is recorded in the remaining sector;

Fig. 7B illustrates an example of the data structure of the SBM;

Figs. 8 and 9 respectively illustrate exemplary embodiments of methods for recording information in a TDMA and DMA according to the present invention; and

Fig. 10 illustrates an embodiment of a recording and reproducing apparatus according to the present invention.

**Best Mode for Carrying Out the Invention**

In order that the invention may be fully understood, exemplary embodiments thereof will now be described with reference to the accompanying drawings. For convenience, a write-once optical Blu-ray disc will be used as an example of a write-once recording medium in the exemplary embodiments.

**Data Structure of the Recording Medium**

Figs. 1 and 2 illustrate a data structure of the write-once optical disc, and more specifically, temporary disc management information according to an embodiment of
the present invention. The configuration of the write-once optical disc shown in Fig. 1 is described in detail in Korea Patent Application no. 2003-15634.

As shown, the write-once optical disc in this example is a single layer disc that has one recording layer. The disc includes spare areas (ISA0/ISA1) for recording data that could not be recorded in the main data area because of defects in the main data area (e.g., physical defects). Information for managing the replacement of defective portions of the data area with portions of the spare area is recorded in a temporary defect management area or areas (TDMA).

In general, a rewritable, as opposed to a write-once, optical disc has a limited defect management area (DMA) because data can be written and erased from the DMA repeatedly. A write-once optical disc needs a larger amount of space to manage defects since data can be written only once and not erased. Accordingly, the TDMA is used for recording the defect management information as this information changes during use of the optical disc. Once the disc is complete, the last version of the defect management information is copied from the TDMA to a DMA on the write-once optical disc.

Referring to Fig. 1, the TDMA includes TDMA1 allocated to a lead-in area having a fixed size and TDMA2 allocated to spare area OSA0. The TDMA2 has a size interworking with the size of the spare area. For example, the size of the spare area OSA0 is N*256 cluster, of which the TDMA2 forms P clusters. The number of clusters P may be determined according to the expression \( P = (N \times 256)/4 \). In each TDMA, temporary defect management information in the form of a temporary defect list (TDFL), a temporary disc definition structure (TDDS), and disc use status information may be recorded.
As discussed above, when a defect area exists in the data area, a spare area (ISA0/OSA0) is substituted for the defect area. The TDFL provides information to manage this process in the form of a list. For example, the list indicates the defect area and the spare area replacing the defect area. According to one embodiment of the present invention, the size of the TDFL, varies from 1 to 4 clusters depending on the amount of information in the TDFL. By contrast, according to one example embodiment of the present invention, the amount of space devoted to the TDDS remains fixed at one cluster. According to this embodiment, this data block includes the TDDS and disc usage status information as discussed in detail below with respect to Figs. 2, 5A-5B and 7A-7B. As will be discussed in greater detail below, the disc usage status information may be sequential recording information (e.g., track information) or a space bit map depending on a recording mode of the write-once optical disc.

Referring first to Fig. 2, the disc management information of the conventional rewritable optical disc will be compared with the contents included in the TDDS of the present invention.

In the case of a rewritable optical disk, the DDS consumes a very small portion of the disc - about 60 bytes of one cluster (one cluster having 32 sectors). The remaining area of the cluster is set by 'zero padding'. However, according to this embodiment of the present invention, the remaining area as well as the area (60 bytes) used in the conventional rewritable optical disk is used as disc management information. Accordingly, in the TDDS of the present invention, information particular to a write-once optical disc as well as DDS as used in the conventional rewritable optical disc is recorded sequentially in one sector (2048 bytes). For example, the information
particular to the write-once optical disc includes a recording mode indicator indicating a recording mode of the recording medium from a plurality of possible recording modes. The recording modes and recording mode indicator are discussed in greater detail below. The information may also include position information of the latest TDFL.

As shown in Figs. 1 and 2, disc use status information (e.g., sequential recording information such as track information or space bit map depending on the recording mode of the recording medium as discuss in detail below) is recorded on the remaining 31 sectors of one cluster that includes the TDDS. Alternatively, the disc use status information may be configured in 31 sectors in the front of TDDS and the TDDS may be configured on the last, 32nd sector. The disc use status information changes according to use by the user of the disc, and, as discussed in detail below, provides information that may be used to accurately search for an additional recordable area through discrimination of recorded/non-recorded area information.

Accordingly, the TDDS as used in this disclosure should be construed broadly as described above and not as a term defined according to one particular standard.

Recording Mode and Initialization Method

Fig. 3 illustrates an optical disc initializing method based on recording mode according to an embodiment of the present invention.

As described above, the present invention intends to support diverse recording methods even with respect to the optical disc write once, and the methods are a 'sequential recording mode' and a 'random recording mode'.
The 'sequential recording mode' is a recording mode which includes a DAO (Disc At Once) mode for recording at once the whole disc adopted by the related art optical disc write once standards and an incremental recording mode for sequentially recording information in continuous recording areas of the disc. In the sequential recording mode of the present invention, the number of additional recordable areas in the disc is not limited in the incremental recording mode. A continuous recording in which data is sequentially recorded will be referred to as a track in this disclosures, and the sequential recording information may be referred to as track information. This track information will be discussed in detail below.

The 'random recording mode' is a recording mode that enables free recording over the whole area of the disc. That is, this mode does not limit the order of recording data on the recording area of the disc. Here, a space bit map (SBM) is used as disc use status information to indicate the recordation status of the disc. This SBM will be discussed in more detail below.

As the present invention supports a plurality of recording modes as described above, when a write-once disc is first used, a determination of the recording mode is made, and the disc is initialized to the recording mode. That is, a user, disc manufacturer, or host (hereinafter collectively referred to as host) decides on the recording mode for the disc, and sets the recording mode in a specified management area of the disc.

Specifically, if the host inputs the recording mode of the disc, the disc recording system sets one byte in the TDDS to indicate the recording mode and determines the format of the disc use status information associated with the recording mode. For example, if the recording mode is a sequential recording mode, the system sets the recording mode to '0000 0000b', and sets the 'track information' as the use status
information. If the recording mode is a random recording mode, the system sets the recording mode to ‘0000 0001b’, and sets the ‘SBM’ as the use status information. Accordingly, when the disc is used thereafter, the system records data on the disc according to the determined recording mode, and updates one of the corresponding use status information as the management information of the disc.

Consequently, if the initialization is completed and the disc write once is loaded, the system first judges the recording mode of the corresponding disc, determines one among the plurality of the disc use status information according to the recording mode judgment, and updates the determined use status information in the disc management area set in the corresponding disc.

Hereinafter, the detailed structure and recording method of the ‘track information’ and the ‘SBM’ managed in association with the recording mode in the TDDS will be explained, and then a method of recording the TDDS and the TDFL in the TDMA and the DMA will be explained.

Kinds of Tracks

Referring to Fig. 4 the kinds of tracks and physical structure of the disc according to an example embodiment of the of the present invention will be described. A continuous recording area in which data is sequentially recorded will be referred to as a track in this disclosure. Fig. 4 illustrates the different kinds of basic tracks of a write-once optical disc according to an example embodiment of the present invention. More specifically, Fig. 4 illustrates a plurality of continuous recording areas or tracks having different status assuming use of the write-once disc over a period of time. As
shown, tracks 1 and 2 correspond to open tracks that while storing data in a first area thereof, each have a later area on which additional recording is possible. The tracks 3 and 4 correspond to complete or closed tracks that are completely filled (track 4) or are closed for further recording (track 3). As shown by track 3, when a track having an unrecorded area is closed such that no further recording in the track is permitted, the unrecorded area is padded with zeros (shown as a hatched portion in Fig. 4) and changed to be a complete track. Track 3 is different from track 4 in that point.

Track 5 provides an example of the last track that includes an area on which additional recording is possible. This track is called an intermediate track.

Accordingly, there are three kinds of tracks – open, closed and intermediate.

Each of the tracks has a last recorded address (LRA) regardless of the kind of the track. The LRA is the last address at which actual data was recorded in the track. Accordingly, with respect to track 3, the position (or address) before the track 3 was padded with zeros is the LRA for track 3 (LRA3). More specifically, assuming the unit for recording data on the optical disc is a cluster, and there are 32 sectors in one cluster, if less than the 32 sectors have data recorded therein, then the remaining sectors are padded with zeros. The last sector address before the padding is the LRA.

For each of the open and intermediate tracks, but not the closed tracks, a next writable address (NWA) indicating the next address into which data may be written may be determined. The NWA is obtained from the LRA as the next sector address following the LRA.

Data Structure of Track Information on the Recording Medium
First, the present invention does not limit the number of the open tracks. Accordingly, there may exist a plurality of open tracks and complete tracks. The present invention provides a data structure on the recording medium for managing this potential in an efficient manner. As shown in Fig. 5A, the recording mode indicator in the TDDS indicates the sequential recording mode and the disc use status information is track information. An embodiment of this track information data structure will now be described in detail with respect to Fig. 5B.

As shown, the sequential recording, or more particularly, the track information includes three parts: a header for indicating that the data structure provides track information, a track information list providing the track information, and an terminator indicating an end of the track information.

The header is positioned at the front portion of the track information and includes a ‘track information structure identifier’ field indicating that information following the identifier is track information. The next indicator ‘track information format’ indicates the format of the track information. This is followed by a ‘layer number (0 or 1)’ field representing the recording layer to which the track information corresponds. While the example thus far has been for a single sided, single recording layer write-once optical disc, the optical disc may have multiple recording layers and/or be double sided.

The header further includes a ‘total number of tracks’ field representing the number of tracks in the data area of the recording layer to which the track information corresponds, and ‘total number of open tracks’ field representing the number of the open tracks in this data area. Before reading the track information list, the total track information may be confirmed.
The track information list is recorded after the header and will be described in greater detail below. The track information list terminator represents the end of the track information. Accordingly, the track information includes a header, track information list and a terminator recorded in series.

An example embodiment of the track information list will now be described in more detailed. The track information list includes one entry for each track in the corresponding data area of the disc. Each entry may be allocated to, for example, 8 bytes. This track information entry includes track status information, a first address of the corresponding track and the last recorded address information of the track.

The track status information indicates the kind of track—open, closed or intermediate, and may be represented by 4 bits as shown in Fig. 3B. In this embodiment of the present invention, an open track in which additional recording is possible is indicated by '0000b' as the track status information. An intermediate track is indicated by '0001b' as the track status information, and a complete track, in which additional recording is not permitted, is indicated by '1000b' as the track status information. The track status information is represented as specific bits as described above to aid in sorting the track information list entries as described later in this disclosure.

In the example of Fig. 5B, the first address information of an entry is a ‘start physical sector number (PSN) of track’ field. This field provides the sector address of the first sector forming the track. The last recorded address information in the example of Fig. 5B is the LRA of the track. Accordingly, if one entry is read, the kind of track, the start position and LRA of the track may be determined.

The track status information in each entry may also include a session start bit (e.g., one of the bits in the track status information in each entry may be used as the session
start bit). The session status indicates if the track is the first track or not the first track in a session. Here, the clustering of tracks into a group is called a session.

Space Bit Map Structure and Recording Method

Fig. 6 schematically illustrates the direction in which the different areas of the optical disc are recorded. This explanation will be helpful in understanding the data structure of the SBM described in detail below with respect to Figs. 7A and 7B.

While Fig. 1 illustrated an example of a single layer optical disc, BD-WO may have a plurality of recording layers. As such, aspects of the single layer optical disc according to the present invention may be applied to both layers. For the purposes of explanation, Fig. 6 schematically illustrates a plurality of layers for the respective areas in an optical disc write once, such as a BD-WO.

In the BD-WO of Fig. 6, first and second recording layers Layer0 and Layer1 (hereinafter referred to as ‘L0’ and ‘L1’) may exist. The respective recording layers include an inner area, an inner spare area, a user area, an outer spare area, and an outer area. In the case of a dual-layer disc, the inner area of the first recording layer L0 becomes the lead-in area, and the inner area of the second recording layer L1 becomes the lead-out area. However, in the case of the single-layer disc, the outer area will be the read-out area.

Fig. 6 shows that the first recording layer L0 is used from the inner periphery to the outer periphery, and only the outer spare area OSA0 thereof is used from the outer periphery to the inner periphery. The second recording layer L1 is used from the outer periphery to the inner periphery, and only the inner spare area ISA1 thereof is used from the inner periphery to the outer periphery. Accordingly, the start position of the
respective area is determined according to a use direction of the area. However, this just corresponds to the use efficiency of the disc, and if the use direction of the respective area is changed, the start position of the area is also changed.

In a state that the use direction and the start position of the respective area of the disc are defined as described above, the method of indicating the SBM, which is changed according to the use status of the disc, will now be explained in detail.

As shown in Fig. 7A, the recording mode indicator in the TDDS indicates the random recording mode and the disc use status information is the SBM. Fig. 7B illustrates an example of the data structure of the SBM. As shown, the SBM includes three parts: a header for enabling recognition of the SBM, SBM information for directly indicating the SBM, and an SBM terminator for informing an end of the SBM.

The header, in addition to identifying this information field as an SBM, includes a recording layer information field and a format version field. The recording layer information field indicates which recording layer (e.g., layer number 0 or 1) the SBM is associated. The format version field indicates to which format version the SBM conforms.

The SBM information is prepared for each divided area of the disc as shown in Fig. 4B, and whether to update the SBM may be determined as needed by a user, a disc manufacturer or a host (hereinafter collectively referred to as a host). Specifically, the SBM information includes start position information (Start Cluster First PSN) of each area, length information of the corresponding area, and bitmap data for each area. In one example embodiment, the bitmap information is updated only once the start position information and the length information are set. This method is called an SBM on/off function, and is for actively coping with the diverse requests of the host. Also,
in the case of the BD-WO, if the use environment corresponds to a real-time recording, defect management may not be performed. In this case, the spare area is not allocated and it is not required to update the SBM of the corresponding area.

Also, in one particular case, only the user area, which is an area where the user data is recorded, may be managed by the SBM, and the SBM will not be updated for changes to the other areas. Operating according to this embodiment is beneficial because if the SBM is updated whenever the management information is changed, frequent updates to the SBM may be required. This embodiment may prevent quickly using up the available TDMA area on the disc. Accordingly, if it is desired to perform the SBM updating of the user data area only using the SBM on/off function and not to update the remaining area, the start position information and the length information of the other areas are set to a specified value, for example, to a 'zero' value.

As will be appreciated, with each update of the SBM, a new SBM+TDDS data block is recorded in the TDMA, where the SBM provides a cumulative indication of the recordation status of the disc. As such, with each updating of the SBM, the TDDS is updated; particularly, to indicate the new position of the SBM.

Track Information Update Method

When to update the disc use status information may be a design parameter established according to the system or system designer. However, examples of events triggering update will be described in detail below.

When a new track is generated or a track is closed in the sequential recording mode, since the track information is newly generated, the track information may be updated. Similarly, when a new recordable area is changed during random recording, the SBM
is updated. When a disc is ejected from a driver or the power to the driver is turned off, use of the disc is stopped at least temporarily. At these times, the track information is updated.

TDMA and DMA Recording Method

Figs. 8 and 9 respectively illustrate exemplary embodiments of methods for recording information in a TDMA and DMA according to the present invention. FIG. 8 illustrates the method of recording the TDDS information, the disc use status information and the TDFL in the TDMA during the use of the disc, and Fig. 9 illustrates the method of transferring the final or most current version of the information recorded in TDMA to DMA if the disc is finalized.

Fig. 8 illustrates only the case of TDMA1, which exists in the lead-in area. However, it will be apparent that this method may also be performed in a TDMA that exists in another area of the disc. According to the present invention, the TDFL and the TDDS are recorded in the TDMA through the following method.

The TDFL is recorded and managed in the order of generation of the defect area irrespective of the recording layer, and has a variable size. That is, as the recording goes over cluster 1 due to an increase in defect areas, the TDFL may grow in size from one to eight clusters. The number of clusters is obtained considering the whole disc capacity when a multi-layer BD-WO is applied (e.g., 4 clusters for a single recording layer disc and 8 clusters for a dual recording layer disc).

Next, the TDDS having a fixed size, is dividedly recorded and managed for the multiple recording layers. Namely, a TDDS for each recording layer is recorded alternately after the TDFL as shown in Fig. 8. This corresponds to the fact that the
‘track information’ and the ‘SBM’, which are recorded with the TDDS, are dividedly recorded in the respective recording layers. Also, in the TDDS, an area is allocated so as to record therein ‘position information (of 4 bytes) of the newest TDFL’ and the ‘newest TDDS position information (of 4 bytes) of other recording layers. Whenever the TDDS is updated, the above information is updated. Thus, by reading the TDDS information (irrespective of the recording layer) recorded last, all information on the corresponding disc, for example, the disc recording mode, newest use status information (track information or SBM), newest TDFL position information, newest TDDS position information of other recording layers may be confirmed to achieve an efficient management of the disc.

Fig. 9 illustrates the recording of data for only the case of DMA1 and DMA2, which exist in the lead-in area. However, it will be apparent that the recording method may also be performed in DMAs, which exist in another area of the disc.

First, the recording in the DMA may be performed when further recording is impossible (which may be occur when the TDMA or the spare area becomes full) or when the user, optionally, finalizes the disc. The contents recorded in the DMA are the final TDDS(with disc use status information)/TDFL information in the TDMA. This information is transferred as the DDS/DFL information of the DMA. Accordingly, the TDDS/TDFL information is recorded in the DDS/DFL as it is without any change of the recorded contents. The DDS/DFL means the final record of the disc in the DMA, and has the same structure and contents as the TDDS/TDFL.

According to the present invention, the DDS and the DFL are recorded through the following method.
The DMA according to one example embodiment of the present invention includes 64 clusters in the case of the multiple recording layers. The 8 leading clusters provide an area for recording the DDS information, and the 54 remaining clusters provide an area for recording the DFL information.

The DDS in the DMA has the same structure as the TDDS. In the upper sector 1 of the cluster 1 of the DDS, an area for recording the same information as that used in the BD-RE, and an area for recording information used only in the BD-WO (for example, disc recording mode, newest use status information (track information or SBM), newest TDFL position information, newest TDDS position information of other recording layers, etc.) is provided. In the 31 remaining sectors, the 'track information' or 'SBM' determined in association with the recording mode as the disc use status information are dividedly recorded in the respective recording layers.

Also, a sequential recording is performed in the order of the TDDS of the first recording layer (TDDS for L0) and the TDDS of the second recording layer (TDDS for L1), and then a repeated recording is performed in the order of the TDDS of the second recording layer (TDDS for L1) and the TDDS of the first recording layer (TDDS for L0). This recording method account for the actual structure of the disc and prepares against the possibility of damaging the DMA information due to the direction (mainly, horizontal direction) of a scratch on the disc.

Also, since the DFL in the DMA has the same contents as the final TDFL and the TDFL is recorded using 8 clusters at maximum, the repeated recording thereof can be performed as many times as required by a system. At this time, the number of times of repetition is 7 at maximum.
As described above, the method of recording management information on an optical disc write once according to the present invention enables a selective recording of the disc use status information ('track information' and 'SBM') according to the determined recording mode, and enables an efficient recoding of the information in TDMA and DMA, and thus an efficient and progressive disc use can be achieved.

Fig. 10 illustrates a schematic diagram of an embodiment of an optical disk recording and reproducing apparatus according to the present invention. As shown, an encoder 9 receives and encodes data (e.g., still image data, audio data, video data, etc.). The encoder 9 outputs the encoded data along with coding information and stream attribute information. A multiplexer 8 multiplexes the encoded data based on the coding information and stream attribute information to create, for example, an MPEG-2 transport stream. A source packetizer 7 packetizes the transport packets from the multiplexer 8 into source packets in accordance with the audio/video format of the optical disk. As shown in Fig. 10, the operations of the encoder 9, the multiplexer 8 and the source packetizer 7 are controlled by a controller 10. The controller 10 receives user input on the recording operation, and provides control information to encoder 9, multiplexer 8 and the source packetizer 7. For example, the controller 10 instructs the encoder 9 on the type of encoding to perform, instructs the multiplexer 8 on the transport stream to create, and instructs the source packetizer 7 on the source packet format. The controller 10 further controls a drive 3 to record the output from the source packetizer 7 on the optical disk.

The controller 10 also creates the navigation and management information for managing reproduction of the data being recorded on the optical disk. For example, the controller 10 controls the drive 3 to record one or more of the data structures of
Figs. 1-9 on the optical disk and perform the recording and reproducing methods described above.

During reproduction or further recording operations, the controller 10 may control the drive 3 to reproduce this data structure. Based on the information contained therein, as well as user input received over the user interface (e.g., control buttons on the recording and reproducing apparatus or a remote associated with the apparatus), the controller 10 controls the drive 3 to reproduce and/or record data from/to the optical disk as discussed in detail above.

Reproduced source packets are received by a source depacketizer 4 and converted into a data stream (e.g., an MPEG-2 transport packet stream). A demultiplexer 5 demultiplexes the data stream into encoded data. A decoder 6 decodes the encoded data to produce the original data that was fed to the encoder 9. During reproduction, the controller 10 controls the operation of the source depacketizer 4, demultiplexer 5 and decoder 6. The controller 10 receives user input on the reproducing operation, and provides control information to decoder 6, demultiplexer 5 and the source packetizer 4. For example, the controller 10 instructs the decoder 9 on the type of decoding to perform, instructs the demultiplexer 5 on the transport stream to demultiplex, and instructs the source depacketizer 4 on the source packet format.

While Fig. 10 has been described as a recording and reproducing apparatus, it will be understood that only a recording or only a reproducing apparatus may be provided using those portions of Fig. 10 providing the recording or reproducing function.

The write-once optical disc management data structure and method of recording and reproducing this data structure as well as updating the management data provide information regarding the use of the recording medium to store data.
Industrial Applicability

The data structure for and method for managing at least a data area of a high-density recording medium in accordance with embodiments of the present invention enables an efficient and progressive use of a write-once recording medium such as BD-WO. As apparent from the above description, the present invention also provides apparatuses for recording a data structure on a high density recording medium for managing at least a data area of the recording medium.

While the invention has been disclosed with respect to a limited number of embodiments, those skilled in the art, having the benefit of this disclosure, will appreciate numerous modifications and variations there from. For example, while described with respect to a Blu-ray Write-Once optical disk in several instances, the present invention is not limited to this standard of optical disk or to optical disks. It is intended that all such modifications and variations fall within the spirit and scope of the invention.
Claims

1. A write-once recording medium having a data structure for managing a data area of the recording medium, comprising:
   a temporary defect management area storing a data block, the data block including a temporary definition structure, the temporary definition structure indicating a recording mode of the recording medium.

2. The recording medium of claim 1, wherein the data block further includes use status information for a data area of the recording medium, the use status information providing information on use of the data area to store data.

3. The recording medium of claim 1, wherein the recording mode is one of sequential recording and random recording.

4. The recording medium of claim 3, wherein when the recording mode is sequential recording, the data block includes sequential recording information providing information on continuous recording areas in a data area of the recording medium.

5. The recording medium of claim 4, wherein the sequential recording information includes a header, information entries for each continuous recording area and a terminator, the header identifying the sequential recording information as sequential recording information, each information entry providing information on an associated
continuous recording area, and the terminator indicating an end of the sequential recording information.

6. The recording medium of claim 5, wherein the header information indicates a number of the continuous recording areas.

7. The recording medium of claim 6, wherein the header information indicates a number of the continuous recording areas open for recording.

8. The recording medium of claim 5, wherein the header information indicates a number of the continuous recording areas open for recording.

9. The recording medium of claim 5, wherein each information entry indicates whether the associated continuous recording area is a first continuous recording area in a group of continuous recording areas.

10. The recording medium of claim 5, wherein each information entry indicates whether the associated continuous recording area is open for recording.

11. The recording medium of claim 5, wherein each information entry indicates a starting physical sector number of the associated continuous recording area.

12. The recording medium of claim 5, wherein each information entry indicates a last recording address of the associated continuous recording area.
13. The recording medium of claim 5, wherein each information entry indicates a status of the associated continuous recording area, indicates a starting physical sector number of the associated continuous recording area, and indicates a last recording address of the associated continuous recording area.
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14. The recording medium of claim 13, wherein the status indicates whether the associated continuous recording area is a start of a group of continuous recording areas.
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15. The recording medium of claim 3, wherein when the recording mode is random recording, the data block includes a space bit map indicating recordation status of a data area of the recording medium.

16. The recording medium of claim 15, wherein the space bit map includes space bit map data, a data pointer pointing to the space bit map data, and a length indicator indicating a length of the space bit map data.

17. The recording medium of claim 16, wherein the data pointer indicates a first physical sector number of the space bit map data.
18. The recording medium of claim 16, wherein the space bit map data includes a status indicator associated with each recording unit of the data area, the status indicator indicating whether data is recorded in the associated recording unit.

19. The recording medium of claim 18, wherein the recording unit is a cluster.

20. The recording medium of claim 16, wherein the space bit map further includes a format indicator indicating a format of the space bit map.

21. The recording medium of claim 16, wherein

the recording medium is a dual layer optical disc; and

the space bit map further includes a layer indicator indicating a layer to which the space bit map corresponds.

22. A method of formatting a write-once recording medium, comprising:

receiving input related to a desired recording mode for the recording medium;

and

recording an indicator of the desired recording mode in a temporary definition structure in a temporary defect management area of the recording medium.

23. The recording medium of claim 22, wherein the desired recording mode is one of
a sequential recording mode and a random recording mode.

24. The method of claim 23, further comprising:

    recording sequential recording information in the temporary defect management area, the sequential recording information providing information on continuous recording areas in a data area of the recording medium when the recorded recording mode indicator indicates a sequential recording mode.

25. The method of claim 23, further comprising:

    recording a space bit map in the temporary defect management area, the space bit map provides information on a recordation status of a data area of the recording medium when the recorded recording mode indicator indicates a random recording mode.

26. A method of recording management information on a write-once recording medium, comprising:

    reproducing a recording mode indicator from a temporary definition structure in a temporary defect management area of the recording medium;

    judging a recording mode of the recording medium based on the recording mode indicator; and

    recording use status information for the recording medium in the temporary defect management area based on the judging step, the use status information providing information on use of a data area of the recording medium to store data.
27. The method of claim 26, wherein the use status information is sequential recording information that provides information on continuous recording areas in the data area of the recording medium when the judging step judges that the reproduced recording mode indicator indicates a sequential recording mode.

28. The method of claim 26, wherein the use status information is a space bit map that provides information on a recordation status of the data area when the judging step judges that the reproduced recording mode indicator indicates a random recording mode.

29. A method of recording management information on a write-once recording medium, comprising:

   updating use status information by recording updated use status information in a temporary defect management area of the recording medium when an event occurs, the use status information providing information on use of a data area of the recording medium to store data.

30. The method of claim 29, further comprising:

   reproducing a recording mode indicator from the temporary defect management area, the recording mode indicator indicating a recording mode of the recording medium; and wherein

   the updating step updates the use status information according to a format associated with the recording mode indicated by the recording mode indicator.
31. The method of claim 29, wherein the event is creation of a new recording area in the data area.

32. The method of claim 29, wherein the event is a recording area in the data area having been changed to a recording completed area.

33. The method of claim 29, wherein the event is one of the recording medium being ejected from a recording medium driver and powering off of the recording medium driver driving the recording medium.

34. The method of claim 29, wherein the use status information is one of sequential recording that provides information on continuous recording areas in the data area of the recording medium and a space bit map that provides information on a recordation status of the data area.

35. A write-once recording medium having a data structure for managing a data area of a recording medium, comprising:
   
   a temporary defect management area storing a plurality of different sized defect lists, each defect list indicating defects in a data area of recording layers of the recording medium at a time when the defect list was recorded, and the temporary defect management area storing a plurality of fixed sized temporary definition structures, each temporary definition structure providing use status information on a data area of one layer of the recording medium at a time when the temporary definition structure was recorded.
36. A method of recording management information on a write-once recording medium, comprising:

recording at least one defect list in a temporary defect management area, the defect list listing defects in data areas of recording layers of the recording medium, the recorded defect list including new defects as compared to a previously recorded defect list such that the recorded defect list and previously recorded defect list have different sizes; and

recording at least one temporary definition structure in the temporary defect management area, each temporary definition structure providing use status information on a data area of one layer of the recording medium at a time when the temporary definition structure was recorded, the recorded temporary definition structure consuming a same amount of space on the recording medium as a previously recorded temporary definition structure.

37. A method of recording management information on a write-once recording medium having a temporary defect management area in which are stored at least one temporary definition structure associated with each recording layer of the recording medium, each temporary definition structure including use status information providing information on use of a data area in the associated recording layer to store data, comprising:

recording, in a defect management area of the recording medium, a most current temporary definition structure associated with each recording layer.

38. The method of claim 37, wherein the recording step records the most current
temporary definition structure associated with each recording layer more than once in the defect management area.

39. The method of claim 37, wherein

the recording medium includes first and second recording layers; and

the recording step records, in sequence, the most current temporary definition structure associated with the first recording layer, the most current temporary definition structure associated with the second recording layer, the most current temporary definition structure associated with the second recording layer and the most current temporary definition structure associated with the first recording layer.

40. A method of recording management data on a write-once recording medium, comprising:

recording a data block in a temporary defect management area, the data block including a temporary definition structure, the temporary definition structure indicating a recording mode of the recording medium.

41. A method of reproducing data from a write-once recording medium, comprising:

reproducing at least a portion of data recorded on the recording medium based on a data block recorded in a temporary defect management area of the recording medium, the data block including a temporary definition structure, the temporary definition structure indicating a recording mode of the recording medium.
42. An apparatus for recording management data on a write-once recording medium, comprising:
   a driver for driving an optical recording device to record data on the recording medium; and
   a controller for controlling the driver to record a data block in a temporary defect management area, the data block including a temporary definition structure, the temporary definition structure indicating a recording mode of the recording medium.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Byte position in Data Frame</th>
<th>Contents</th>
<th>number of bytes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Track Info Structure identifier</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Track Info format = 00h</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>reserved and set to 00h</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Layer number (0 or 1)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Total number of tracks</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Total number of open tracks</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>List of Track Info</td>
<td>(n \times 8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(n \times 8)</td>
<td>Track Info List Terminator</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reserved and set to 00h</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**Track Status**

- 0000b: Open Track
- 1000b: Complete Track
- 0001b: Intermediate Track
* DMA : Defect Management Area
* TDMA : Temporary DMA
* ISA : Inner Spare Area
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* TDDS : Temporary Disc Definition Structure
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>contents</th>
<th>Number of Bytes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>SBM Header</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Un-allocated Space Bitmap Identifier = &quot;UB&quot;</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format Version = 00h</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reserved, 00h</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Layer Number (0 or 1)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reserved, 00h</td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SBM Info</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBM for inner Area</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Start Cluster First PSN</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length in inner area</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bitmap Data</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reserved, 00h</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBM for inner spare Area</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Start Cluster First PSN</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length in inner spare area</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bitmap Data</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reserved, 00h</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBM for User Area</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Start Cluster First PSN</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length in user area</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bitmap Data</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reserved, 00h</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBM for outer spare Area</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Start Cluster First PSN</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length in outer spare area</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bitmap Data</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reserved, 00h</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBM for Outer Area</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Start Cluster First PSN</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length in outer area</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bitmap Data</td>
<td>Q</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reserved, 00h</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SBM Terminator</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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